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ABSTRACT In three-dimensional domain swapping, two protein monomers exchange a part of their structures to form an in-
tertwined homodimer, whose subunits resemble the monomer. Several viral proteins domain swap to increase their structural
complexity or functional avidity. The main protease (Mpro) of the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) coronavirus proteo-
lyzes viral polyproteins and has been a target for anti-SARS drug design. Domain swapping in the a-helical C-terminal domain of
Mpro (MproC) locks Mpro into a hyperactive octameric form that is hypothesized to promote the early stages of viral replication.
However, in the absence of a complete molecular understanding of the mechanism of domain swapping, investigations into the
biological relevance of this octameric Mpro have stalled. Isolated MproC can exist as a monomer or a domain-swapped dimer.
Here, we investigate the mechanism of domain swapping of MproC using coarse-grained structure-based models and molecular
dynamics simulations. Our simulations recapitulate several experimental features of MproC folding. Further, we find that a con-
tact between a tryptophan in the MproC domain-swapping hinge and an arginine elsewhere forms early during folding, modulates
the folding route, and promotes domain swapping to the native structure. An examination of the sequence and the structure of
the tryptophan containing hinge loop shows that it has a propensity to form multiple secondary structures and contacts, indi-
cating that it could be stabilized into either the monomer- or dimer-promoting conformations by mutations or ligand binding.
Finally, because all residues in the tryptophan loop are identical in SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2, mutations that modulate
domain swapping may provide insights into the role of octameric Mpro in the early-stage viral replication of both viruses.
SIGNIFICANCE Themain protease (Mpro) of the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus cleaves single-stranded
viral polyproteins into functional proteins. Mpro has two dimerization interfaces: a canonical one, which enables the
formation of the active protease dimer, and a noncanonical domain swapping one present in its C-terminal domain (MproC).
Together, these interfaces enable the formation of a highly active Mpro octamer, which has been hypothesized to play a key
role in early-stage viral replication. Here, we use computer simulations to understand the mechanism of domain swapping
of MproC and suggest mutations that could change the domain-swapped dimer population. These mutations may also tune
the octamer population in Mpro and help obtain experimental evidence for the role of the octamer during viral replication.
INTRODUCTION

The severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) outbreak of
2003 was attributed to a novel coronavirus named SARS-
CoV (1–3). It is a single-stranded positive sense RNA virus
with a genome of�30 kb (4,5). The virus encodes two poly-
proteins namely pp1a and pp1ab that are proteolyzed to give
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16 nonstructural proteins (nsps 1–16). This proteolysis is
performed by two viral proteinases: a papain-like proteinase
and a 3C-like proteinase (3CLpro). 3CLpro, also known as
the main protease (Mpro), is involved in the cleavage of
11 nsps (6,7). Hence, it has been an attractive target for
anti-SARS drug design (8–10).

Mpro is a 33.8 kDa protein of 306 residues (11). The N-ter-
minal domain of Mpro (MproN) has a fold similar to trypsin-
like serine proteases but with the catalytic residues being
Cys145 and His41 instead of the usual Ser-His-Asp found
in serine proteases (9). MproN is further split into domain I
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(residues 8–101) and domain II (residues 102–184) and has
the substrate-binding cleft. TheN-finger formed by theN-ter-
minal residues 1–7 interacts with the C-terminal domain of
Mpro (MproC; residues 201–303) and is important for Mpro

dimerization and active site formation (9). MproC, also called
domain III, is unique to coronaviruses and is not found in
other cysteine proteases with a chymotrypsin fold (12,13).
It has a globular fold with five a-helices (Fig. 1) and is con-
nected to MproN by a long loop (residues 185–200) (9).

Mpro exists in solution in an equilibrium between a mono-
mer and a non-domain-swapped side-by-side dimer (9,15).
Several experiments (15–17) show that only the dimeric
form is catalytically active with the MproC domain also be-
ing a potential drug target (18) because it contributes to the
dimerization of Mpro, switching the enzyme from the inac-
tive monomeric form to the active dimeric form (15). Spe-
cifically, residues of MproC that are in close contact with
MproN as well as the N-finger in the dimer can affect dimer-
ization as well as catalysis through allostery (19–21).

Mpro shows reversible unfolding in guanidinium chloride
at 30�C and pH 7.7 (22). These equilibrium unfolding
FIGURE 1 Monomer and domain-swapped dimer of MproC. (A) The

structure of the C-terminal domain (MproC) of the Mpro of SARS-CoV

(PDB: 2H2Z, residues 187–306) is shown colored from red through white

to blue from N- to C-termini. Secondary structural elements a1–a5, N- and

C-termini, and loops 1 (L1) and 4 (L4) are marked. (B) The 4.5-Å heavy

atom cutoff contact map of MproC projected onto the Ca-atoms is shown.

A contact between residues i and j is shown as a square at (i, j) and (j, i).

The color of each contact represents the number of all atom contacts be-

tween the residues. Color bar is shown on the right. The contact with the

highest number of atomic contacts (W32-R93) is circled in black. These

residues are also shown in (A) and (C). Helices, represented by gray rectan-

gles, and loops, represented by black lines, are marked on the axes. (C)

Domain-swapped dimer of MproC (PDB: 3EBN) is shown. The two iden-

tical protein chains involved in domain swapping are colored red and

blue, and their termini are labeled. L1, the hinge region, and a1, the swap-

ped helix, are marked on the structure. All protein structures were drawn

using VMD (14). To see this figure in color, go online.
studies show that Mpro unfolds in a sequential manner
with MproN unfolding at lower guanidinium chloride con-
centrations followed by MproC. The stability of full-length
Mpro calculated from these experiments is �12 kcal/mol
whereas the stability of MproC within the context of full-
length Mpro is �10 kcal/mol. This indicates that a large
part of the Mpro stability derives from MproC (22). The equi-
librium unfolding of MproC has been described as a two state
process (22–24). Isolated MproC exists as a monomer and
dimer in solution and no interconversion was observed be-
tween these species in gel filtration (25). This MproC dimer,
unlike the previously identified side-by-side dimer of Mpro

(9), is a three-dimensional domain-swapped dimer (26).
Three-dimensional domain swapping, often called only

domain swapping, is the process by which two identical pro-
tein chains exchange a part of their structure to form an in-
tertwined dimer or higher-order oligomer (27,28). The piece
of structure that is exchanged is called a ‘‘swapped-
domain,’’ whereas the remaining protein is called the
‘‘core protein.’’ The fragment joining these parts is called
the hinge or the hinge loop. Only the hinge undergoes a
conformational change when the protein domain swaps. In
the monomer, this hinge is in a closed or loop form, whereas
in the domain-swapped form, it is in an extended conforma-
tion (29). Domain swapping in diverse viral proteins plays a
role in functional regulation (30) as well as structural assem-
bly (31,32). The domain swapping of MproC when present
within the context of Mpro creates a second dimerization
interface in addition to that present in the side-by-side
dimer. The geometry and orientation of the two interfaces
lock Mpro into a stable octamer (AO-Mpro) that has been
crystallized (30). This octamer has been termed ‘‘super
active’’ because all eight of its units are active and this ac-
tivity is not protein concentration dependent (30). AO-
Mpro is expected to have much higher proteolytic activity
at low protein concentrations than the non-domain-swapped
Mpro, which is in dynamic equilibrium between a catalyti-
cally active side-by-side dimer and an inactive monomer.
Thus, it has been hypothesized that AO-Mpro may be useful
during the early stages of viral infection when the concen-
tration of Mpro is low (30). An octamer has also been
observed in a mutant of the MERS coronavirus Mpro (33),
providing further evidence that this form may be biologi-
cally relevant. As stated earlier, MproC is composed of five
a-helices (Fig. 1 A). The experimentally observed domain-
swapped dimer is formed by the exchange of the a1 helices
between the two monomers (Fig. 1 C). The hinge between
a1 and a2, here termed loop 1 or L1, is in a loop conforma-
tion in the monomer and an extended structure with a helical
turn in the domain-swapped dimer (26).

Themolecular basis for the domain swapping ofMproC and
in turn, the formation of AO-Mpro is unclear (34).Web servers
known to predict domain swapping either predict MproC as
non-domain-swapping (35) or predict the location of the hinge
region incorrectly (36). Theoretical analysis of the kinetic data
Biophysical Journal 120, 504–516, February 2, 2021 505
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for domain swapping and thermodynamic data of folding and
unfolding led to the conclusion that MproC undergoes domain
swapping from a completely unfolded state (37). Although
MproC does not show any reversible exchange between the
monomeric and domain-swapped forms at room temperature,
increasing the temperature to 37�C or the addition of urea fa-
cilitates this process. Hydrogen exchange NMR experiments
showed that this exchange is initiated by localized unfolding
ofa5 (24). Amide exchange rates from this experiment helped
to conclude thata1 present in the core ofMproC is not exposed
to water during the process of domain swapping. To explain
these observations a model was proposed in which two
partially unfolded monomers form a dimeric intermediate us-
ing their a5 helices and exchange their a1 helices in a hydro-
phobic environment. This led to the hypothesis that nonnative
interactions may be important for MproC domain swapping
(24). However, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the
monomer and the domain-swapped form of MproC predict
that it is necessary for the swapped a1 helix to be exposed
in the unfolded form to induce domain swapping (34). Thus,
the mechanism of domain swapping inferred from experi-
ments (24) differs from that predicted from simulations (34)
and theoretical analysis (37). Here, we investigate the causes
for and the mechanism of MproC domain swapping using
coarse-grained structure-based models.

Structured proteins fold on a biologically relevant time-
scale because of a funnel shaped energy landscape in
which interactions not present in the native or folded state
of the protein (nonnative interactions) stabilize structure
far less than native interactions do (38). Thus, protein
models that encode only the native structure of the protein,
termed structure-based models (SBMs), can be used to
simulate proteins and have been successfully used to un-
derstand the barriers to and the mechanisms of protein
folding (39–42) and domain swapping (43–46). We per-
formed MD simulations of an SBM (39,47,48) of MproC
to investigate both protein folding and domain swapping.
Our monomer simulations of MproC were able to recapitu-
late several experimental features (22–24) of its folding.
Further, domain-swapping simulations were able to predict
the correct domain-swapped dimer structure, i.e., the
largest population of simulated domain-swapped dimers
was similar in structure to the experimental domain-swap-
ped dimer (26). Because these simulations did not include
nonnative interactions, domain swapping is intrinsic to the
MproC structure and nonnative interactions are not neces-
sary for swapping. We then simulated a variant SBM to
identify interactions that promoted correct domain swap-
ping. We found that a disruption of interactions between
residues in L1 (loop between a1 and a2) and a1 with res-
idues in L4 (loop between a4 and a5) affects domain-
swapping propensity and leads to nonnative domain-swap-
ped structures. We then examine several interactions at the
L1–L4 interface in detail and suggest mutations that could
modulate MproC domain swapping.
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The virus causing the ongoing Coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19) pandemic (49), SARS-CoV-2, is similar in
sequence to SARS-CoV. Although a domain-swapped struc-
ture has not yet been reported for the SARS-CoV-2 MproC,
the MproCs from the two viruses differ at only four residues.
We end the Discussion by presenting the relevance of the
current simulations to the MproC of SARS-CoV-2.
METHODS

SBMs

As stated earlier, interactions present in the folded state of the protein are

far more stabilizing than nonnative interactions (38). Thus, SBMs encoding

only native interactions in their potential energy functions have been suc-

cessfully used to understand several aspects of protein folding (39–42).

Here, we use a common coarse-grained SBM (39) in which each amino

acid is represented by a single bead at the position of its Ca-atom. The po-

tential energy of this SBM is:
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The first two harmonic terms represent the energy of bond and angle fluc-

tuations. The third term represents dihedral rotations. These terms have

their deepest minima at r0, q0, and 40, the values of which are calculated

from the Ca-coordinates of the folded protein. The force constants for these

bond, angle, and dihedral terms are Kr ¼ 100ε, Kq ¼ 20ε, K4
(1) ¼ ε, and

K4
(3) ¼ 0.5ε, where ε is the basic energy scale in which the SBM potential

energy is expressed. The final term gives the repulsive energy between

those pairs of Ca-atoms, which are not in contact in the native state. This

excluded volume term with s set to 0.4 nm ensures that Ca-atoms not in

contact do not pass through each other during the dynamics. The strength

of all noncontacts, ε2, is set to ε.

The fourth term, an attractive 10–12 Lennard-Jones-like potential, repre-

sents the attractive energy between residues that are in contact in the native

state. sij is the distance between the Ca-atoms of residues i and j, which are

in contact. A contact exists between the two residues i and j if at least one

nonhydrogen (or heavy) atom from residue i is within 4.5 Å of at least one

heavy atom of residue j. Furthermore, only those pairs of residues (i, j) are

present in the contact list where jj�ij > 3. Contact maps are plots of these

contact lists, with boxes being plotted at (i, j) and (j, i) on a contact map

when a contact is present between residues i and j in the contact list. The

contact strength (ε1) calculation is described in the next section.
The choice of contact weights

Several weighting schemes (47,48,50–52), including equal weights or ε1 ¼
ε for all contacts (39), have been used for calculating contact strengths (ε1)

in the potential energy function shown above. Choosing an appropriate

weighting scheme is particularly important in a-helical proteins in which

heterogeneity in contact weights is more likely to matter to folding out-

comes (50). We tested the folding of MproC using two different weighting

schemes.
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In the first, the weight, ε1, of a contact (47,48) is calculated as follows: if

nAA is the number of interheavy atom contacts present between the two res-

idues i and j, then ε1 is (nAA/SnAA) � NCa � ε, where SnAA is the total

number of interheavy atom contacts in the protein and NCa is the total num-

ber of Ca-Cacontacts. NCa equals 233 in MproC, whereas the total number

of interheavy atom contacts is 1270. The list of Ca contacts and the nAA for

each contact are given in List S1. Here, we term this weighting scheme and

the associated model SBM. In the second, more commonly used scheme

(39), the weights of all contacts nAA is set to 1. Thus, SnAA ¼ NCa and

ε1 ¼ 1 � ε. We term this weighting scheme and model SBMe. All param-

eters other than the weights in SBMe are identical to SBM described above.

Hydrogen deuterium exchange NMR experiments onMproC show that the

stability of a1 is the highest among all the helices and is similar to that of the

entire MproC (24), implying that a1 is likely to fold early and unfold last.

Average distance maps (Fig. S1) and an alignment of five randomly chosen

structures (Fig. S2) indicate that a1 folds first and unfolds last in the SBM

simulations, but it folds after the folding of a2-a3-a4 in SBMe simulations.

Because a1 is involved in domain swapping and both its order as well as the

overall order of structure formation in the weighted SBM (a1 and a4 fol-

lowed by a2 and a3 followed by a5) more closely resembles the order of

structure formation inferred from helix stabilities (a1 > a4 > a2 > a3 >

a5) in experiment (24), we chose to simulate the folding and domain swap-

ping of MproC using the model with weighted contacts (SBM).

The effect of a particular contact weight on folding and domain swapping

was studied by setting the nAA of that contact to 1. Once this is done, SnAA
(the total number of heavy atom contacts) was recalculated with the new

contact weight. NCa remains the same as before. The weights (ε1) were

then recalculated for all the contacts using the new SnAA.
Simulation details

All simulations were performed using the GROMACS 4.5.4 (53) program

suite. The basic energy (ε), time, and distance scales in GROMACS are

1 kJ/mol, 1 ps, and 1 nm, respectively, and all terms in the potential energy

function are expressed in terms of these units. Ca-SBMs were constructed

using the SMOGwebserver (54) which requires Ca coordinates and contact

maps as input. Ca-coordinates for MproC were obtained from the crystal

structure of Mpro (Protein Data Bank, PDB: 2H2Z) using residues 187–

306, which are renumbered 1–120. Contact lists were obtained from this

protein structure fragment as described in the previous sections. The

SMOG (54) server provides GROMACS coordinate (.gro) and topology

(.top) files as output. MD simulations were performed in an NVT ensemble

using these output files and a leap-frog stochastic dynamics integrator with

a time step of 0.0005 ps. Both folding and domain-swapping simulations

were performed at Tf, the folding temperature. The folded and unfolded en-

sembles are equally populated in folding simulations performed at Tf, and

several transitions occur between the various populated ensembles or ba-

sins. The mechanism of folding or domain swapping can be determined

by studying these transitions and the underlying free-energy surface can

be calculated. The values of Tf and the number of transitions in the simu-

lations are given in Table S1. Error analyses for both the folding and

domain-swapping simulations are given in the Figs. S3 and S4.
Symmetrized SBMs and domain-swapping
simulations

Symmetrized SBMs (symSBMs) (43–45,55) use information present only in

themonomer structure, simulate two copies of the protein using an SBM, but

allow native contacts to form both within the chain and between chains. This

framework allows structurally diverse domain-swapped dimer structures to

be populated. However, it has been shown (43–45,56,57) that symSBMs

can not only be used to understand the mechanism of domain swapping

but can also be used to predict the structure of the native (crystallized or ob-

tained using NMR spectroscopy) domain-swapped dimer. Here, we test if
MD simulations of a symmetrized form of the SBM used for folding

(symSBM) can be used to understand the domain swapping of MproC.

symSBM (43–45) simulations were performed with two chains of the

protein: A and B. Each chain has all the potential energy terms of the

SBM used for single-chain simulations and shown in the above equation

for the potential energy. Additionally, for each intrachain contact between

residues i and j present in chain A and iʹ and jʹ in chain B, the corresponding
interchain contacts between residues i and jʹ and iʹ and j are also included in
the simulations. Aweak harmonic restraint of 1.0 ε/nm2 with an equilibrium

distance of 0.5 nm was applied between the centers of mass of the two pro-

tein chains (43,44,56). This was achieved using the pull code in GROMACS

(53). The .gro and .top files obtained for the single-chain simulations from

the SMOGwebserver (54) were modified for the symSBM simulations. The

.gro file was modified to include a renumbered second protein chain. The

.top file had the following modifications: the atom section was modified

to match the .gro file atoms and their numbering, the pairs section was

modified to include the intrachain contacts for the new chain and interchain

contacts for both chains. The exclusion section was also changed in accor-

dance with the pairs section. The bonds, angles, and dihedral section for the

second chain was repeated from the monomer .top file with renumbered

atoms. All the bonded and nonbonded parameters were modified such

that the corresponding values were same for both the chains.
Analysis of folding simulations

Because protein structure is encoded through contacts in SBMs, and contacts

formand break during folding and unfolding transitions, the number of formed

native contacts, Q, is often used as an order parameter to understand features of

folding such as order of structure formation and the presence or absence of

folding intermediates (58,59).BecauseMproC is a small single-domainprotein,

it is not expected to have complex folding features such as backtracking (60),

which can be obscured in analysis using only Q. So, we use Q to understand

folding features such as barrier heights and folding cooperativity.

A contact is defined to be formed (and its value is set to 1) in a given

simulation snapshot if the distance between the two Ca-atoms (which are

in contact in the native state) is less than 1.2 times their distance in the

native state. Unformed contacts have a value of 0. The number of native

contacts formed in a given snapshot is the value, q, of Q for that snapshot.

Average contact maps at partial Q-values, i.e., Q ¼ q, with q < the total

number of contacts, are calculated by extracting all the simulation frames

with a value of Q ¼ q 5 12. The value of a specific contact at this Q is

the fraction of extracted frames in which that contact is formed. On average

contact maps at partial Q, colored boxes are plotted at (i, j) and (j, i) when a

native contact is present between residues i and j. The color of each box rep-

resents the value of that contact or how formed that contact is. Thus, partial

contact maps represent the average structure of a protein at a particular level

of ‘‘foldedness’’ (the value of Q at which they are plotted).

Simulation snapshots with a given Q-value were binned to obtain a his-

togram. The negative logarithm of this histogram is a plot of the scaled free

energy (DG/kBTf) as a function of Q and we call it the one-dimensional

free-energy profile (1DFEP). The baseline of the 1DFEPs was adjusted

such that the lowest free energy is reset to 0 and all the other free energies

are either up- or downshifted by the same number. In cases in which the

folded and unfolded states were not equally populated, single-histogram re-

weighing was performed to the actual Tf, a temperature at which the folded

and the unfolded minima were at equal depths.

Two-dimensional free-energy plots (2DFEPs), with the radius of gyration

(Rg; represents the average size of the protein) and Q as the two order param-

eters plotted on the two axes, were calculated from the folding simulations as

follows: Q for each snapshot was calculated as described earlier. Rg-values

were obtained using the ‘‘g_gyrate’’ utility of GROMACS (53). All simulation

snapshots were binned into a two-dimensional histogram based on their Rg-

and Q-values. The negative logarithm of this histogram gives the 2DFEP

withRg andQasorder parameters. These 2DFEPswerealsobaseline corrected

similar to 1DFEPs. The color of eachpoint on the 2DFEP indicates the depth at
Biophysical Journal 120, 504–516, February 2, 2021 507
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that pointwith darker colors representing a higher depth and indicating that the

system is more likely to be present in that state.
FIGURE 2 The folding and domain swapping of MproC. (A) Free energy

plotted as a function of Q, the number of native contacts, shows the popu-

lation of only two ensembles. The unfolded minimum (U; with few native

contacts formed) and the folded minimum (F; many native contacts formed)

are separated by a single barrier with a transition state ensemble (TSE) at Q

z 93. The dashed line marks Q ¼ 70, where the protein is �30% folded.

The average contact map for Q¼ 70 is shown in (B). The colors indicate the

probability of contact formation, and the color bar is shown on the right.

When the probability is 1, the contact is formed in all snapshots of the simu-
Transition analysis and free-energy plots for
domain-swapping simulations

symSBM (43–45) simulations are performed using two chains and conse-

quently have two types of contacts: intrachain contacts (Qintra) and inter-

chain contacts (Qinter). Both Qintra and Qinter are calculated for each

simulation snapshot. A 1DFEP is plotted, as described for the folding sim-

ulations, using Qtotal ¼ Qinter þ Qintra instead of Q. This 1DFEP (Fig. S4)

has three minima: the low Qtotal minimum corresponds to the unfolded

ensemble (U), the intermediate Qtotal minimum corresponds to an ensemble

in which one chain is folded whereas the other is unfolded and the high Qto-

tal minimum corresponds to the folded ensemble (F). A transition was

defined as a piece of the trajectory that starts from the unfolded minimum

of the 1DFEP, visits the folded minimum and traverses back to the unfolded

minimum. The symSBM simulations were performed for long enough that

the number of transitions exceeded the number of transitions present in the

folding simulations. The folded minimum contains both domain-swapped

states and states where the two chains have each folded to a monomer. A

transition is classified as either a domain-swapping or two-monomer tran-

sition by visually analyzing the first folded structure that it reaches and clas-

sifying it as a domain-swapped or two-monomer structure. The domain-

swapping trajectories were further classified based on the loop that formed

the hinge region in the domain swapping. For the SBM, this visual classi-

fication was confirmed by calculating the total intrachain and interchain

contacts of helix a1 for each of the above snapshots. The intrachain contacts

for all the structures were then plotted versus the interchain contacts. This

plot has three obvious clusters, each from structures belonging to the M, L1,

and L4 minima, and the cluster classification exactly matches the visual

analysis. The number of transitions for each symSBM is given in Table

S1 and the classification of transitions is given in Table S2.

2DFEPs of the symSBM simulations were calculated similar to the

folding 2DFEPs described earlier with Qinter and Qintra as the two order pa-

rameters. Briefly, all simulation snapshots were binned into a two-dimen-

sional histogram based on their Qinter- and Qintra-values. The negative

logarithm of this histogram was baseline corrected (the lowest free-energy

value is set to 0 and all other values are accordingly shifted up or down) to

give the 2DFEP, and this is plotted with Qinter and Qintra on the two axes.

The 2DFEP of symSBM shows the presence of an unfolded minimum

(U) and three fully folded minima, the two-monomer minimum (M) with

no domain swapping, a minimum with L1-swapped structures (L1), and a

minimum with L4-swapped structures (L4) (see Fig. 1 for loop definitions).

The connectivity of these minima can be understood by identifying transi-

tions between them. Tight rectangular boundaries were defined for each

minimum using Qintra- and Qinter-values (Fig. S5; Table S3) such that all

simulation snapshots within those boundaries could be clearly classified

as belonging to U, M, L1, or L4. A transition between any two minima

A and B was defined as a piece of trajectory that exits minimum A through

any of its boundaries and enters minimum B without visiting any other min-

imum. The number of such transitions between minima is given in Table S4.

Details of the servers and databases used for the analysis of domain-

swapping propensity and the structure-based sequence alignment of diverse

coronaviral MproCs are given in the Supporting Material.

lation in which Q ¼ 70. The highest weight contact, W32-R93, is mostly

formed at Q ¼ 70 and is circled in black. (C) The two-dimensional free-en-

ergy profile for domain-swapping simulations of MproC is shown. The

minima marked are U for unfolded and M for two separate folded mono-

mers. L1 and L4 correspond to domain-swapped structures with domain

swapping at the L1 and the L4 hinges, respectively. The colors indicate

the population at that position with the color scale on the right and low

numbers indicating a large population. (D) and (E) Representative struc-

tures from the L1 and L4 minima viewed from angles similar to Fig. 1 C.

To see this figure in color, go online.
RESULTS

Simulations recapitulate experimental features of
MproC folding

The C-terminal fragment of Mpro consisting of residues
187–306 (Fig. 1 A) was used as the Mpro C-terminal domain
508 Biophysical Journal 120, 504–516, February 2, 2021
in earlier experiments of domain swapping (22–24,26). We
use the same boundaries for MproC in all of our simulations.
The 233 contacts used for defining the SBM are marked on
the contact map in Fig. 1 B, with the locations of the five he-
lices a1–a5 and four loops connecting the helices (L1–L4)
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shown on the axis. The MproC 1DFEP (Fig. 2 A) plotted us-
ing folding simulations of SBM performed at Tf has two ba-
sins at the unfolded (Q near 0) and the folded (Q near the
total number of contacts) ensembles with a single barrier
of�4 kBTf separating them. The presence of a single barrier
and no other minima between the two basins implies that
MproC folds cooperatively in an all-or-nothing manner.
This absence of intermediates, which is in agreement with
experiments (22–24), is corroborated in a later section by
using a 2DFEP with Q as well as the Rg as an order param-
eter. The order of structure formation of MproC is mapped by
plotting average contact maps at partial Q-values. Here, we
plot the average contact map when MproC is �30% folded
(Q ¼ 70; Fig. 2 B; also see Fig. S1 A) because this map
shows the formation of the earliest helix-packing interac-
tions, those between a1 and a4, and can thus provide an
overall order of structure formation. Contact maps at higher
Q-values show more homogeneous contact formation. This
contact map also shows that contacts between loops L1 and
L4 and contacts between a1 and L4 form early. As an
example, one contact that forms early and is also present
at times in the unfolded ensemble (Q z 47; probability of
contact formation �0.44) is the contact (circled in Fig. 2
B) between a tryptophan (W32) in L1 and an arginine
(R93) in L4. Overall, there is an order to contact formation,
i.e., folding is polarized and does not occur homogeneously.
Furthermore, the order of helix formation seen in simula-
tions is similar to individual helix stability (a1 > a4 >
a2 > a3 > a5) derived from protection factor data from
hydrogen exchange NMR experiments (24). Specifically,
helices a1 and a4 form first in simulations, followed by he-
lices a2 and a3, with helix a5 being only partially formed in
the folded ensemble.

It has been seen in several proteins that the order of struc-
ture formation in domain swapping is similar to that which
is seen in single-chain folding (44,61–64). Because the
simulated MproC SBM is able to capture features of its
folding dynamics, we tested if a symmetrized version would
also be predictive for MproC domain swapping.
The main domain-swapped ensemble in
simulations resembles the experimental domain-
swapped structure

As stated earlier, our symSBM simulations have two iden-
tical protein chains and do not include any extra information
from the domain-swapped dimer structure. During the
symSBM simulations, the chains transition from unfolded
structures to folded structures and back several times. The
folded structures can be either monomeric or domain-swap-
ped. The formed contacts within each chain (Qintra; contains
contacts of both chains) as well as the formed contacts be-
tween chains (Qinter) are calculated to determine whether
the structures are unfolded (lowQintra and Qinter), monomeric
(high Qintra but lowQinter), or domain-swapped (intermediate
Qintra and Qinter with interchain contacts replacing the intra-
chain contacts lost because of domain swapping). To under-
stand the overall free-energy landscape of domain swapping,
the symSBM simulations are binned and plotted as a 2DFEP
with Qintra on the x axis and Qinter on the y axis (Fig. 2C). Ba-
sins with lowQinter-values (dark regions present close to the x
axis) have few formed interchain contacts and show no
domain swapping. There are three such basins: the unfolded
basin (U) in which both chains are unfolded, the monomer
basin with only one chain folded and the other unfolded,
and the two-monomer basin (M) in which both chains are
folded asmonomers but no domain swapping occurs. Several
basins are also observed at larger values of Qinter. Of these,
two basins have fully folded chains, and these are marked
L1 and L4 (Fig. 2C). The structures present in themost popu-
lated domain-swapped basin, the L1 basin (Fig. 2 D), are
similar to the experimentally observed domain-swapped
structure (26) of MproC (Fig. 1 C) and domain swap by ex-
tending their L1 loops (loop between a1 and a2, with a1 be-
ing exchanged between the structures; Figs. 1C and 2D). The
structures present in the L4 basin domain swap at the L4
hinge (loop between a4 and a5, with a5 exchanged; Fig. 2
E). A transition is defined as a piece of the trajectory that be-
gins in the unfolded basin (U), visits one of the fully folded
basins (e.g., M, L1, or L4), and returns to U. Slightly more
than half of the transitions (58%) fold to the two-monomer
M basin and 42% fold to one of the domain-swapped basins,
with 26% folding to the L1 basin and 16% folding to the L4
basin. In agreementwith room temperature experiments (26),
a quantitative analysis of the trajectories also shows that there
is no direct conversion of the L1-swapped structures into two
monomers without complete unfolding (Table S4). However,
the L4-swapped structures easily convert to two monomers
without unfolding, and this dynamic nature may be why
they have not been detected in experiment.

Overall, not only is the basin representing the experimen-
tally observeddomain-swapped structure (26)more populated
(larger anddarker in Fig. 2C) than other domain-swapped ba-
sins, but it is also visitedmore often. So information present in
the monomer structure is sufficient to predict the domain-
swapped structure of MproC. Thus, L1 swapping is intrinsic
to the MproC monomer structure and does not require nonna-
tive interactions not present in the symSBM. Because some of
the early forming contacts in the folding simulations are pre-
sent between the L1–L4 loops, we next investigate the role of
these contacts in the folding and the domain swapping of
MproC using a modified SBM.
The strengths of specific contacts make the
unfolded ensemble more compact and modulate
the folding mechanism of MproC

The coarse-grained MproC SBM used so far encodes struc-
ture through weighted contacts between two Ca-beads.
These contact weights or strengths are proportional to the
Biophysical Journal 120, 504–516, February 2, 2021 509
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number of interatomic contacts between the two residues
represented by their Ca-beads (47,48). Some of the early
forming contacts (e.g., the W32-R93) in the folding simula-
tions are between large residues and have large weights. To
examine the effect of these weights on the folding mecha-
nism, we also perform folding simulations of MproC with
a commonly used model, here termed SBMe (39), with
equally or homogeneously weighted contacts. The only dif-
ference between SBM and SBMe, is the weighting schemes
(see Methods and compare Fig. 3 A with Fig. 3 B). The
folding mechanism of MproC changes when simulated
with SBMe (Fig. 3 D; compare with the contact map at par-
FIGURE 3 Contact weights modulate the nature of the unfolded state.

(A)The Ca-contact map of MproC reproduced from Fig. 1 A is shown. As

before, the color represents the number of all atom contacts between two

residues, with the color bar shown on the right. (B) Control simulations

(SBMe) were also performed using the same contact map but with equally

weighted contacts as shown in the contact map. Helices are marked on the

axes in gray, whereas loops are in black. (C) and (D) show average contact

maps at Q¼ 70 for simulations with the original weighted model (C; repro-

duced from Fig. 2 B) and the model with homogeneous weights (D). A few

contacts (circled) between L1 and L4 and a1 and L4 form early in the orig-

inal model (C) but do not form in the homogeneous model (D). (E and F)

2DFEPs of Rg versus Q for the original and homogeneous models are

shown with the color bar on the right. The unfolded (U) and folded (F) en-

sembles seen in the 1DFEP (See Fig. 1 A) are marked. (E) The unfolded

ensemble (Q z 47) shows a small spread in Rg-values, whereas the folded

ensemble (Qz 186) is compact. (F) The unfolded ensemble (Qz 47) has

a larger spread in Rg than that seen in the original model. The presence of

high weight contacts between L1 and L4 causes these elements to interact

even in the unfolded ensemble in the original model reducing the Rg spread

in U in Fig. 3 E. Also see Fig. S1. To see this figure in color, go online.
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tial Q in Fig. 3 C) with only short-ranged intrahelical sec-
ondary structural contacts being formed near the unfolded
basin and few interhelix or interloop tertiary contacts being
present. In contrast, the presence of weights in the SBM pro-
motes the early formation of long-range contacts in the L1–
L4 region (Fig. 3 C). This allows the compaction of the pro-
tein in the unfolded basin, which is less broad and more
concentrated at lower values of the Rg in the 2DFEP plotted
with Q and Rg as the order parameters (Fig. 3 E). Rg gives
the average size of the protein. In comparison, the unfolded
ensemble of the MproC SBMe is less compact, with the
2DFEP having a broader unfolded basin whose minimum
shifts to larger values of Rg (Fig. 3 F). We note in passing
that only the folded and the unfolded basins are populated
in these 2DFEPs, confirming that MproC folds cooperatively
in both models.

Domain swapping requires the swapping of the same spe-
cific structural elements between two protein chains (27).
The L1 domain swapping seen in the experimentally
observed structure (26) of MproC occurs from the unfolded
basin in the SBM simulations and could require a specif-
ically structured, unfolded ensemble. The more homoge-
neously unstructured unfolded ensemble present in the
MproC SBMe simulations (see Fig. S1) could either reduce
the amount of domain swapping or induce incorrect domain
swapping. We examine the domain-swapping populations in
several variant symmetrized-structure-based simulations in
the next section.
Modulating contact weights reduces domain
swapping and increases the population of
nonnative domain-swapped structures

As stated earlier, the MproC symSBM includes information
only from the monomer structure in the form of weighted
contacts. Simulations of this symSBM showed that the
experimentally observed L1-swapped structure is the most
populated domain-swapped dimer (Figs. 2 C and 4 A) and
are thus predictive. The symmetrized form of SBMe
(43,44), termed symSBMe, contains equally weighted con-
tacts (Fig. 3 B). A 2DFEP derived from the symSBMe sim-
ulations with Qintra and Qinter as the order parameters is
plotted in Fig. 4 B. The color of the high Qinter basins indi-
cates that little domain swapping exists. Additionally, a ba-
sin with domain swapping occurring at the L2/L3 hinges is
populated. An analysis of the individual transitions shows
that most transitions (78%) fold to the two-monomer (M)
basin with only 22% leading to domain-swapped structures.
Of the transitions that show domain swapping, 13% fold to
the experimentally observed L1-swapped structure (26),
whereas 6% fold to an L2-swapped structure, which is not
seen in the symSBM simulations. The remaining 3% transi-
tions fold to structures that swap at either the L3 or the L4
hinges. Thus, weighted contacts present in the symSBM
simulations not only increase the amount of domain



FIGURE 4 Contact weights modulate the nature and the population of

domain-swapped structures. Two-dimensional free-energy profiles calcu-

lated from domain-swapping simulations that use the original weighted

model (A) (reproduced from Fig. 2 C), the model with homogeneous

weights (B), and a control model that reduces the weight of the highest

weighted contact (C) are shown. Colors indicate the population at each po-

sition, with the color scale shown on the right. U is the unfolded ensemble,

and M is the ensemble in which the two monomers are folded separately.

The ensembles labeled Lx represent domain-swapped structures that are

swapped at loop Lx. For instance, L1 has domain swapping at L1 (see

Fig. 2D for a representative structure). (A) The plot from the original model

shows two primary domain-swapped minima with L1 being more promi-

nent than L4. (B) The model with homogeneous weights has very little

domain swapping with a minor L1 population. Additionally, an L2/L3 pop-

ulation mostly absent in (A) is also observed. (C) When the weight of the

highest weighted contact (W32-R93) is reduced in the original weighted

model, the population of the incorrect domain-swapped L2/L3 structures

increases. The population of the L1 minimum reduces and this minimum

also gets more diffuse. Similar results were obtained in domain-swapping

simulations in which the weights of two and six of the highest weighted

contacts are reduced (see Fig. S6). To see this figure in color, go online.
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swapping but also funnel MproC into the experimentally
observed domain-swapped structure.

On closer examination of contact weights or the number
of atomic contacts contributing to each contact of MproC,
we find that two contacts, namely W32-R93 (between L1
and L4) and W21-E102 (between a1 and L4), have more
than 20 interatomic contacts contributing to their weights
(see List S1 for a list of contacts and weights). Of these
two, W32-R93 (Fig. 1 A) is by far the highest weighted
(Fig. 1 B) with 32 interatomic contacts contributing to it.
It also forms early in the folding simulations (Fig. 2 B)
and we decided to tease apart the effect of this specific con-
tact on domain swapping by resetting only its weight to 1 in
symSBM (termed symSBMD1; see Methods for details of
contact calculations) simulations. Because W32 and, espe-
cially, R93 have only a few other low weight contacts
(List S1), some of which are interactions of the residue
backbones, resetting the W32-R93 contact weight is likely
to have similar effects as mutating either the tryptophan or
the arginine to a smaller residue like alanine in experiment.
The 2DFEP (Fig. 4 C) calculated from the symSBMD1
simulations shows a reduction in the domain-swapped pop-
ulation with an increase in the population of the L2/L3-
swapped minimum. Additionally, the L1 basin gets broader
and merges with the L2/L3 minimum. Simulations of
symSBMD2 (with the weights of both W32-R93 and
W21-E102 set to 1) and symSBMD6 (with the weights of
the top six-highest weighted contacts set to 1) show a similar
effect with a further decrease in the domain-swapped popu-
lation and an increase in the heterogeneity of the observed
domain-swapped structures (see Fig. S6 for the 2DFEPs).
Because symSBMe is equivalent to symSBMDN, where N
is the total number of contacts and the weights of all con-
tacts are set to 1, setting the weights of increasing numbers
of contacts to 1 will lead to decreasing domain swapping
and a 2DFEP that is more similar to that of symSBMe
(Fig. 4 B). Overall, a few high weight contacts promote
domain swapping in MproC.
DISCUSSION

L4-swapped structures may be transiently stable
even in experiments

Our structure-based simulations recapitulate several experi-
mental features of the folding and domain swapping of
MproC (22–24). In particular, MproC folds cooperatively,
its a1 region gets structured early and it domain swaps pri-
marily at the L1-hinge. However, we also see a minor pop-
ulation of structures swapped at the L4-hinge with an
exchange of a5. Analysis of the transitions shows that the
L4-swapped structures can transition to the two-monomer
minimum without crossing the barrier to the unfolded state.
L4 and the following helix a5 fold last in both simulations
and experiments (24). Consequently, this region can un-
dergo transient local unfolding and, in the presence of a
similarly structured second protein chain, lead to L4-swap-
ped structures in simulations. The domain-swapping hinge
predictor, H-predictor (36), also predicts residues 90–95 in
L4 as the domain-swapping hinge (34). Collating these ob-
servations, we predict that L4-swapped dimers may be tran-
siently populated in experiment but difficult to detect
because they can exist in equilibrium with the monomers
of MproC.

Although there is no exchange between the monomer and
the domain-swapped dimer in conditions that promote protein
folding (25), an exchange between monomers and L1-swap-
ped dimers has been experimentally observed at temperatures
and urea concentrations inwhicha5 becomes dynamic (24). It
is possible that these conditions will also lead to L4-swapped
structures that have an exchange ofa5. In fact, a dimeric inter-
mediate that involves thea5 helix has been proposed to enable
the formation of L1-swapped dimers without the exposure of
the a1 helix to solvent (24). However, in our simulations, L4-
Biophysical Journal 120, 504–516, February 2, 2021 511
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swapped structures do not lead to L1-swapped structures
without unfolding. So a transition to L1-swapped structures
could require nonnative interactions. Because a W-R interac-
tion mediates L1-swapping, the nearby W21, present on a1,
may present a nonnative interaction site for R93 to create an
intermediate state that leads to L1-swapping from L4-swap-
ping. However, simulations of SBMs that include nonnative
interactions (65–70) will be required to test the existence of
this L4-swap to L1-swap route.
A comparison of the sequences of MproC from
other coronaviruses

OurMproC simulations show that the presence of highweight
contacts in the L1–L4 and the a1-L4 regions determines the
order of structure formation and, consequently, the structures
present in the partially folded (including the unfolded) en-
sembles in both folding and domain swapping. Because the
encounter of chains in these partially folded ensembles leads
to domain swapping, the topology of the structures present in
these ensembles can promote domain swapping at a partic-
ular hinge, in this case the L1-hinge, and suppress swapping
at other hinges (the L2 and L3 hinges). Because resetting the
weight of just the highest weighted W32-R93 contact is suf-
ficient to both increase the diversity of domain-swapped
structures and reduce overall domain-swapping population
in simulations (Fig. 4 C), this contact could be important
for specific ordering in theMproC unfolded ensemble leading
to the L1 domain swapping.

Cation-p interactions have been predicted to stabilize the
domain-swapped forms of various proteins (71) with tryp-
tophan being the most common aromatic residue and argi-
nine being the most common cationic residue participating
in these interactions (72). We examined how conserved the
residues that form the W32-R93 contact are by using a
structure-based sequence alignment of the MproCs from
eight coronaviruses (Fig. S7; details of the viruses and
the alignment are given in Supporting Materials and
Methods and the MproC PDB identification numbers in
List S2). Tryptophan is present in the equivalent position
of residue number 32 in all the chosen coronaviruses
except the infectious bronchitis virus (IBV). IBV is also
different from the other coronaviruses in that it has a large
insertion in L1. Either an arginine or a lysine is present at
residue number 93 except in IBV. Thus, the 32–93 contact
is a cation-p interaction in all the considered coronaviruses
except IBV. The 32–93 contact is made between a lysine
and an aspartic acid in IBV. Because both cation-p (W-
R/K) and Coulomb (K-D) interactions are stabilizing, the
conservation of this attractive contact across coronaviruses
may point at its importance for the order of structure for-
mation during the folding of coronavirus MproCs. To
further examine this hypothesis, we calculated the weights
of the equivalent of the 32–93 contact in the other corona-
virus MproC structures. We find that the W-R contact is the
512 Biophysical Journal 120, 504–516, February 2, 2021
highest weighted contact in all the structures in which it is
present. The W-K contact, although not the highest
weighted contact, is still quite highly weighted (see List
S2 for contact weights). The K-D contact present in IBV,
on the other hand, has a low weight. However, its contact
strength may not be directly determined by the number
of interatomic contacts that contribute to it but may be
increased by the presence of the Coulomb interaction.
Overall, the contact structurally equivalent to the W32-
R93 is not completely conserved but could still form early
in other coronaviruses, determine the order of structure for-
mation, and potentially promote domain swapping. Howev-
er, W32 is almost completely conserved and another
possibility is that although the contact determines the order
of structure formation, it is this residue identity that is
important for MproC domain swapping. We examine this
hypothesis further in the next section.
The role of W32 in the domain swapping of MproC

In addition to the formation of the correct partially folded
ensemble, increased domain swapping also requires that
monomer folding stall sufficiently so that interchain contacts
form instead of intrachain contacts. Both native-like dihe-
drals and native contacts are encoded in the symSBM
(43,44) and loop formation can stall when the stabilization
energy of nonlocal contacts is much higher than that of the
dihedrals, which are local in sequence and promote loop for-
mation. Domain swapping can thus occur at loops whose in-
trachain folding has stalled or become frustrated (56) because
of an energetic mismatch between high weight contacts and
local dihedrals. In MproC, the high contact weights of the res-
idues in L1 seem to increase the domain-swapping propen-
sity. This loop ‘‘frustration’’ (73) can arise directly from the
secondary structural propensity of the L1 loop sequence,
RWFLN, surrounding the tryptophan or indirectly through
the presence of other residues in the L1 loop that form frus-
trated interactions in the monomer.

We first examine the secondary structural propensity of
RWFLN, using ChSeq (74). ChSeq is a searchable database
of chameleon sequences: sequences that adopt different con-
formations in different proteins. We find that RWFLN is
known to exist in both helical and extended conformations
within the context of the RWFLNV sequence. Additionally,
the secondary structure prediction server, Jpred4 (75), pre-
dicts RWFLN to be a helix in the context of a shorter frag-
ment (LYAA.VAMKY) and as an extended b-strand in the
context of the full MproC. Thus, it is possible that the
sequence of L1 with the conserved W32 can adopt multiple
conformations and promote stalling during folding and,
consequently, domain swapping.

We next examine the structural and contact (calculated us-
ing a 4.5 Å cutoff like before) differences between the entire
L1 loops of the monomer (Fig. 1 A) and the experimentally
crystallized domain-swapped dimer (Fig. 1 C). A cation-p
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interaction is present between R36 and F37 in the monomer
that gets disrupted in the dimer. In the dimer, R36 forms a salt
bridge with D77 of the same chain, whereas F37 interacts
with both W32 of the same chain as well as R93 of the other
chain, which are in the W32-R93 contact. This implies that
R36 may be frustrated (73) because it has a choice of two in-
teractions in the monomer, both of which cannot be satisfied
at the same time. The F37-W32-R93 interaction is not acces-
sible to F37 in the monomer L1-loop conformation, and thus,
only the F37-R93 interaction may form in the monomer to
shield the hydrophobic F37 from the solvent.
Mutations that could affect the domain-swapping
propensity of MproC

The simulations and the sequence and structure analysis
indicate that the domain swapping in MproC could be pro-
moted by the cation-p contact W32-R93 and the sequence
frustration present in the RWFLN sequence of the L1
loop. We propose several W32 and R93 mutations that could
reduce domain swapping. However, W32-R93 is the highest
weighted contact and such mutations may reduce domain
swapping at the expense of protein foldability and stability.

The residuesA,S, andYpresent at position32 in the context
of the RW32FLN sequence continue to show chameleon-like
behavior according to the ChSeq (74) database. So aW32A or
a W32S mutation, which abrogates the cation-p interaction,
could be used to separate the individual contributions of the
contact and sequence frustration to domain swapping. A
W32F mutation, on the other hand, is likely to reduce the
chameleon character while maintaining the cation-p interac-
tion. Away to potentially increase domain swapping inMproC
is to increase the helical tendency in L1 by introducing a
W32E mutation. This is predicted to force the RE pair of the
resulting REFLN sequence into a helical conformation (76).
The E32 may also be stabilized by a salt bridge with R93.

A double mutation of W32K and R93D, suggested by the
comparison of the MproC sequences of SARS-CoV and IBV
(Fig. S7), will retain the attractive contact while removing
the chameleon-like nature of the L1 and the L4 sequence
stretches (74). These mutations may also help in distinguish-
ing between the effects of contact weights and loop frustration
on domain swapping. It should be noted that the predictedmu-
tations that change the local secondary structure propensity
are based on either the ChSeq database (74) or secondary
structure predictors such as SOPMA (76) and Jpred4 (75).
The outcome of these mutations is subject to the accuracy of
these predictors and the environment of the mutated residue.
The predictors SOPMA and Jpred4 have been reported to
have an accuracy of 73.2% (76) and 82.0% (75), respectively.

The symSBM simulations of MproC also showed a minor
population of L4-swapped structures, and we hypothesized
in an earlier section that these structures may not only be pre-
sent in experiment but may also promote the transitions to the
L1-swapped state seen experimentally in destabilizing (e.g.,
high temperature) conditions (24). So, an alternate method
to modulate L1 domain swapping could be to reduce the pop-
ulation of the L4-swapped structures. One way to achieve this
is to pin a5 to the rest of the protein by strengthening the con-
tacts between them. One of the highest weighted contacts of
the human coronavirus NL63 (HCoV NL63 in Fig. S7) is a
contact between K68 in a5 and Y112 in a3. MproC has
Q70 and S115 at the equivalent positions. These residues
form a contact that is not highly weighted. Furthermore,
both pairs of residues (Q, K and S, Y) are surface exposed
and form similar numbers of contacts with surrounding resi-
dues. Thus, a double mutation of Q70K and S115Y in MproC
may strengthen the interaction between a3 and a5 and reduce
the population of L4-swapped structures.

Finally, we suggest mutations that change the interactions
in the secondary interface formed by R36 and F37. Specif-
ically, an R36N mutation may increase the solvent exposure
of F37 in the monomer, stabilize the dimer, and potentially
increase its population. In contrast, an F37N mutation might
allow R36 to form a salt bridge with D77, stabilize the
monomer, and potentially lead to a reduced population of
the domain-swapped dimer.
Biological significance, potential sites for drug
design, and application to COVID-19

The domain swapping ofMproC locks Mpro into a super active
octamer,whichmaypromote the initial phases of viral replica-
tion (30). If true, then reducing the domain-swapping propen-
sity of MproC using mutations suggested in the previous
section, may suppress octamer formation and in turn viral
replication. The following series of experiments will be
required to assess the mutations and understand the biological
relevance of the octamer: 1) mutation of MproC followed by
size exclusion chromatography to test if the mutations modu-
late domain swapping (26), 2) introduction of those mutations
that reduce domain swapping into Mpro followed by tests for
octamer formation in a manner analogous to previous experi-
ments (30), and 3) introduction of mutations that suppress oc-
tamer formation into the virus to understand viral replication
and growth (77).

Residues of MproC also participate in the non-domain-
swapping dimerization (15,17) of Mpro. Previous mutation
and drug binding studies have focused on both this non-
domain-swapping dimerization interface and residues that
are important for enzyme function (16,19–21,25,78–81).
Using our simulations, we suggest that binding competent
sites near the L1–L4 interaction region could be used to
lock MproC and, in turn, Mpro into a non-domain-swapping
monomer. Specifically, a small molecule that binds the L1
hinge and stabilizes it in the loop conformation or binds
near the L1–L4 interface and reduces the dynamics of a5
could reduce domain swapping in MproC.

A coronavirus similar in sequence to SARS-CoV, SARS-
CoV-2, is the cause of the current COVID-19 pandemic
Biophysical Journal 120, 504–516, February 2, 2021 513



FIGURE 5 Structure-based sequence alignment of MproCs from SARS-

CoV and SARS-CoV-2. The sequence alignment of the MproC structures

of both SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 (PDB: 6Y2E, residues 187–306)

were visualized using ESPript (83). The structures align well except in

the C-terminal region after a5, with a mean Ca-root mean-square deviation

of 0.85 Å. Conserved residues in both the MproCs are shown in white with a

black background. Mutations (L16V, A81S, T99A, and I100L) are shown in

black with a white background. Residues W32 and R93 are highlighted in

red and are conserved in SARS-CoV-2. To see this figure in color, go online.
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(49).A sequence alignment (82) of theMpros fromSARS-CoV
and SARS-CoV-2 shows that they are 96% identical, i.e., there
are 12 mutations with 294 out of the 306 residues being iden-
tical. After a structure-based sequence alignment of the two
Mpros (SARS-CoV-2 Mpro PDB: 6Y2E), residues 187–306
were chosen to represent the MproC of SARS-CoV-2
(Fig. 5). The MproCs of the two viruses are 97% identical,
with 116of 120 residues being identical. Furthermore, a super-
imposition of the twoMproCs shows that they align with a Ca-
root mean-square deviation of 0.85 Å. Of the four mutations
(L16V, A81S, T99A, and I100L) in SARS-CoV-2, only
L16V is not present on the surface of the protein. A domain-
swapped structure has not been reported for the SARS-CoV-
2 MproC. However, the structure-based sequence alignment
(Fig. 5) shows that both W32 and R93 are conserved in
SARS-CoV-2 MproC. Overall, based on the high structure
and sequence similarity between the two proteins, we expect
that our observations and inferences about SARS-CoVMproC
will also hold true for the MproC of SARS-CoV-2.
CONCLUSIONS

Domain swapping in the C-terminal domain of the main pro-
tease of the SARS coronavirus (MproC) enables the formation
514 Biophysical Journal 120, 504–516, February 2, 2021
of an octameric assembly ofMpro, which has high protease ac-
tivity at low concentrations ofMpro and thus has been hypoth-
esized to be relevant in the early stages of SARS-CoV
replication (30). We studied the folding of MproC using MD
simulations of SBMs and found that the simulations could
reproduce experimentally observed features such as the
folding cooperativity and the overall order of structure forma-
tion during folding (22–24). Furthermore, domain-swapping
simulations of the same model use information present only
in the monomer structure of MproC and can predict the struc-
ture of the experimentally observed domain-swapped dimer
(26). By comparing these simulations to those of a variant
model, we find that the strengths of contacts in the a1-L1–
L4 region of MproC enable these contacts to form early, direct
structure formation during folding and domain swapping and
promote domain swapping to the experimentally observedL1-
swapped dimer. Specifically, the highest weighted W32-R93
contact between L1 and L4 is important for L1 domain swap-
ping because reducing its weight reduces domain swapping
overall while increasing domain swapping at hinges other
than L1. This contact is present in most SARS-like coronavi-
ruses implying that the order of structure formation during
MproC folding may be conserved across coronaviruses. An
analysis of the sequence and the structure of theW32-contain-
ingL1 loop shows that itmay be able to fold intomultiple con-
formations, likely promoting swapping at the L1 hinge. Using
these observations,we suggestmutations that could reduce the
amount of MproC domain swapping. Such mutations could be
used to test the biological relevanceof theMpro octamer (30) in
viral replication assays (77).
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